UV-assisted room-temperature chemiresistive NO2 sensor based on TiO2 thin film
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ABSTRACT

TiO2 thin film based, chemiresistive sensors for NO2 gas which operate at room temperature under ultraviolet (UV) illumination have been demonstrated in this work. The rf-sputter deposited and post-annealed TiO2 thin films have been characterized by atomic force microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction to obtain surface morphology, chemical state, and crystal structure, respectively. UV–vis absorption spectroscopy and Tauc plots show the optical properties of the TiO2 films. Under UV illumination, the NO2 sensing performance of the TiO2 films shows a reversible change in resistance at room-temperature. The observed change in electrical resistivity can be explained by the modulation of surface-adsorbed oxygen. This work is the first demonstration of a facile TiO2 sensor for NO2 analyte that operates at room-temperature under UV illumination.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) pollution has become a critical global issue in recent years. NO2 is a toxic gas and a major cause of acid rain and photochemical smog. The source of NO2 mainly arises from the fossil fuels, automobile engines, and industrial plants [1]. The demand for controlling and monitoring NO2 drives gas sensor research community to detect a range of NO2 concentrations from about 100 nmol mol−1 (ppb) in ambient atmosphere [2] to hundreds of μmols mol−1 (ppm) in various industries [3,4]

Solid-state semiconductor oxides have drawn continuous attention for the last few decades, as they promise miniature and low-cost sensors with capability of detecting numerous gas species and many other optoelectronic applications [5–8]. Among the studied oxide semiconductors, titanium dioxide (TiO2) stands out owing to its extraordinary chemical stability, resistance to harsh atmospheric conditions [9], and low production cost. TiO2, a wide-bandgap and intrinsically n-type semiconductor, has been extensively investigated as a NO2 gas sensor [9–14]. The sensing mechanism governing the n-type oxide semiconductors is the concentration of surface-adsorbed oxygen modulated by reducing or oxidizing analyte gases, which consequently transduces the conductivity of the sensor. Thus, the exposure of TiO2 films to reducing gases such as H2 and CO increases its conductance while oxidizing gases like NO2 do the opposite [9]. However, the poor conductivity of intrinsic TiO2 poses a challenge for realizing oxidative gas sensors [9,10,12]. To overcome the shortage, one approach to boost the conductivity of TiO2 is the addition of dopants such as Cr [9], Al [13], and Nb [11]. Alternatively, ultraviolet (UV) illumination can be used to induce the photoconductivity of TiO2 and thereby enhances the sensing performance of TiO2 based sensors. Additionally, UV-assisted chemical sensing opens up the intriguing potential of gas detection at room-temperature for sensors based on wide-bandgap oxides [1,15–17]. The advantages associated with room-temperature operation are low-power consumption and longer sensor life-time, as well as safe operation in...
explosive environments [18]. Moreover, room-temperature operation enables the integration of chemical sensors with Si-based integrated circuits and the complete elimination of heating elements.

In this work, we demonstrate the use of rf-sputtered anatase TiO₂ thin-films for NO₂ detection. The fabricated sensors operate at room-temperature under UV illumination and thus fill the application gap of existing TiO₂ based gas sensors. The measured response of the device exhibits a broad NO₂ detection range from 100 ppm to 500 ppm. The fabricated sensors show no response to gases such as CO or CO₂ even at the concentration of 1000 ppm, indicating a good selectivity of the fabricated sensor.

2. Experimental

The TiO₂ thin films were prepared by radio frequency (rf) sputtering of a 99.9% pure TiO₂ target (Kurt. J. Lesker) using a Denton Vacuum Discovery 550 sputtering system. Rf-sputtering is a most utilized low-cost method to produce uniform and dense TiO₂ thin films [19] and compatible with microelectronics fabrication processing. The base pressure was kept at or below 2.7 × 10⁻⁴ Pa (2 × 10⁻⁵ Torr) and the substrate temperature was set at 325 °C to enhance the uniformity of the deposited films. 50 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) Ar gas and 300 W rf-sputtering power were maintained during the process to yield a deposition rate of 2 nm/min. For sensor applications, 10 nm TiO₂ films were deposited onto 5 mm × 5 mm sapphire substrates using the above recipe. Interdigitated contacts were e-beam evaporated through a shadow mask using the Ti (40 nm)/Al (100 nm)/Ti (40 nm)/Au (40 nm) stack. The samples were then thermally annealed in Ar environment for 30 s at 700 °C to form good ohmic contacts on TiO₂ films.

The surface morphology of the TiO₂ thin-film was examined with Bruker Dimension FastScan atomic force microscopy (AFM) under tapping mode. The small (7 nm) radius of the loaded AFM tip ensures enhanced lateral resolution of obtained scans. The chemical state of prepared TiO₂ thin-films was confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS analysis was performed using a Kratos Analytical Axis-Ultra DLD X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer with a monochromated Al Kα source (150 W) and a nominal analysis area of 300 μm × 700 μm. Low resolution survey scans (160 eV pass energy, 0.5 eV step size) were taken at 0° and 45° to the surface normal. In addition, high resolution scans (20 eV pass energy, 0.1 eV step size) were measured at 0° and 45° to the surface normal for C 1s, O 1s, Ti 2p, Al 2p and Al 2s. XPS curve-fitting and analysis was performed using CasaXPS software (v. 2.3.26, Pre-rel 1.4). The binding energy scale was calibrated to the C 1s C−C peak at 284.5 eV. The optical absorbance and absorption coefficient (α) of the TiO₂ films vs. wavelength were characterized using an Ocean optics QE65000 spectrometer and J. A. Woollam M2000 ellipsometer, respectively. Structural characterization of the oxide film was conducted by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku SmartLab system. To obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio in the XRD scans, a thicker (50 nm) TiO₂ film was deposited under identical conditions onto a large (3-inch) boron-doped Si wafer.

The gas sensing performance of the fabricated sensor was investigated at room-temperature in a custom-built apparatus. A gaseous mixture of NO₂ and breathing air was introduced into the sensing apparatus. Mass flow controllers independently tuned the flow rate of each component, determining the composition of the mixed gas. The sensors were biased with a constant 5 V supply and currents were measured by a National Instrument PCI DAQ system. A 365 nm light emitting diode provided the UV illumination to the sensor. The output power of the UV source was maintained at 469 μW with less than 0.5% variation, as verified with a Newport power meter.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Analysis of TiO₂ films

A schematic diagram of the proposed sensor is illustrated in Fig. 1a. The surface morphology of a prepared 10 nm TiO₂ thin-film on sapphire substrate is shown in Fig. 1b and c. The AFM image shows the relatively smooth surface as well as small grain size of the TiO₂ thin-film. The estimated root mean square roughness (Rq) is roughly 0.42 nm while the grain size of annealed TiO₂ films was estimated to be in the range of 15 nm–18 nm.

Fig. 2a shows a full spectrum XPS survey scan of a prepared TiO₂/sapphire sample collected at 0° to the surface normal. The peak intensities were normalized by the Kratos relative sensitivity factors provided by CasaXPS. The inset of Fig. 2a lists the surface compositions with the uncertainties due to spectrum fitting. A 5% uncertainty is estimated for measurement reproducibility (data not shown). The compositions are calculated from XPS survey scans collected at both 0° and 45° to the surface normal. All peaks in the spectrum are attributed to the sputter-deposited TiO₂ or the sapphire substrate except for C and negligible amount of N. The relative increase in C atomic percentage observed at 45° indicates that the species arises from the surface contamination, presumably due to exposure of the sample to the ambient environment after deposition. Fig. 2b shows high resolution, deconvoluted XPS scans of the Ti 2p and O 1s regions. A typical Ti 2p doublet peaks centered at 458.3 eV and 464.1 eV verifies the presence of TiO₂ (Ti⁴⁺) while the main O 1s peak at 529.6 eV is assigned to lattice oxygen from TiO₂, and the side peak at higher binding energy is attributed to surface hydroxylation [20,21].

Fig. 3a shows XRD patterns of the prepared 50 nm TiO₂ film on a 3-inch Si substrate. We use the large Si substrate instead of small sapphire pieces as large surface area of TiO₂ yields better signal-to-noise ratio in our XRD measurement. Results by other groups show that for rf-sputtered TiO₂, the nature of substrate has very limited influence on the crystal structure of the deposited film [22]. The inset shows the XRD diffraction peaks obtained from a bare substrate. All the diffraction peaks in Fig. 3a are assigned to the anatase phase. No rutile phase is observed in the XRD patterns. Thus, the XRD data indicates that the prepared TiO₂ film is a polycrystalline anatase phase, which is likely due to the low deposition temperature (<400 °C) [23] and the low annealing temperature (<900 °C) [24]. Fig. 3b shows the UV–vis absorbance of the prepared TiO₂ film in the 275 nm–700 nm wavelength range. A sharp decrease of the film absorbance in the visible region (λ > 400 nm) shows a high transparency of the film in the visible region. The inset of Fig. 3b shows the Tauc plot which relates the absorption coefficient α to photon energy hν. In general, the absorption coefficient obeys the following empirical relation [25]:

\[ a h \nu = \beta (h \nu - E_g)^{1/2} \]

where \( a \) is the band edge parameter, \( E_g \) is the band-gap energy, and \( r \) is a number that denotes the nature of electronic transition. For allowed indirect transitions, which is the case for TiO₂, \( r = 2 \) [26]. By following Tauc’s approach, the optical band-gap energy \( E_g \) is determined by extrapolating the linear region of the plot of...
Therefore, the estimated optical bandgap of the prepared TiO₂ is 3.26 eV, in good agreement with reported anatase values [23].

3.2. Sensing performance

Fig. 4a shows the room-temperature dynamic responses of the TiO₂ sensors exposed to 250 ppm NO₂ under UV illumination and in dark conditions. For both UV on and off conditions, the sensors are
subjected to 250 ppm NO₂ exposure for 5 min followed by 5 min exposure to breathing air. Under UV illumination, the current level of the sensor increases roughly 5.5 times over the dark condition. Compared to the small and noisy gas response in the dark, the sensor demonstrates reversible and distinct NO₂ chemiresistive response under UV illumination. Moreover, unlike shifting of the baseline current observed in the dark operation, the TiO₂ sensor maintains constant baseline current after three gas exposure cycles under UV illumination. Notably, this stable baseline current is essential for sensing applications. The response of the TiO₂ sensor is defined as the relative change in resistance in presence of the analyte,

\[ S = \frac{R_f - R_o}{R_o} \]

where \( R_f \) and \( R_o \) are measured resistances of the sensor with NO₂ and air flow, respectively. The calculated responses with and without UV illumination are 2.4% and 1.6%, respectively. When exposed to NO₂, the response time \( (\tau_{res}) \) is defined as the time taken by the sensor current to reach 80% of the response \( (I_0 - I_f) \),

where \( I_0 \) stands for the current measured in air and \( I_f \) is the steady current in the presence of the analyte. While the recovery time \( (\tau_{rec}) \) represents the time required for the sensor to recover to 20% of the response with air flow. The \( \tau_{res} = 100 \) s and \( \tau_{rec} = 210 \) s are observed for sensing operation under UV as marked in Fig. 4a. Due to the noisy signal, the corresponding response and recovery time for the dark case are difficult to estimate accurately.

Fig. 4b shows the responses of the sensor to different NO₂ concentrations under UV illumination at room-temperature. The response is tested for NO₂ concentrations ranging from 100 ppm to 500 ppm. The response reaches saturation at high concentration under UV illumination. Such wide sensing range makes the TiO₂ film suitable for industrial NO₂ sensor applications.

### 3.3. Mechanism of NO₂ sensing under UV

A proposed possible gas sensing mechanism of the TiO₂ based sensor is illustrated in Fig. 5. According to surface science experiment results, oxygen adsorbs on TiO₂ surface at a broad range of temperature from 105 K to 1000 K [27,28]. The adsorbed oxygen are chemisorbed on TiO₂ surface [29]. Meanwhile, reports have confirmed \( O_2 \) as the dominant chemisorbed species on TiO₂ [28,30]. Therefore, the adsorption of the oxygen is equivalent to the ionosorption of oxygen by taking nearby electrons on TiO₂ surface as described by the following equation [17],

\[ O_2(g) + e^- \rightarrow O_2^{2-} \] (ad)

The schematic shown in Fig. 5a describes such a condition where \( O_2 \) is adsorbed on the polycrystalline TiO₂ surface in dark. The surface-adsorbed \( O_2 \) induces the built-in electric field across the depletion region, resulting in high resistance in the dark. Upon UV illumination, photogenerated electron–hole pairs within the depletion region are separated by the electric field. While photogenerated electrons are driven into the bulk, photogenerated holes migrate to the surface and recombine with the adsorbed \( O_2 \). Both processes decrease the depth of the depletion region, leading to the increase in current. Eventually, the surface adsorption and desorption processes of oxygen reach equilibrium as depicted in Fig. 5b. When exposed to NO₂ as shown in Fig. 5c, the resistance of the sensor increases due to the following reaction [31],

\[ O_2^{2-} + NO_2 = NO_3^- + O_2 \] (ad)
2NO₂(g) + e⁻(hν) → 2NO(g) + O₂ (ad)

NO₂ acts as a scavenger for photogenerated electron, resulting in decreasing the photo current. In addition, this reaction also restores surface adsorbed O₂ concentration, which broadens the depletion region, resulting in further decrease of the current. Table 1 summarizes some of the proposed NO₂ sensors based on TiO₂ and their corresponding operating conditions.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we have successfully fabricated selective TiO₂ based NO₂ sensors that work at room-temperature under UV illumination. The prepared anatase TiO₂ thin-film exhibits small grain size, smooth surface, and sharp UV absorbance. Assisted by UV illumination, the TiO₂ film shows a reversible and distinct NO₂ response with a relatively short response time at room-temperature. No response to the CO or CO₂ is measured with the TiO₂ based sensors. The measured responses to different NO₂ concentrations indicate a broad detecting range from 100 ppm to 500 ppm. The proposed gas sensing mechanism under UV relies on the modulation of the depletion region in TiO₂ due to the change in surface-adsorbed oxygen concentration.
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